Hybrid IT

IT your way - Hybrid IT FAQs
Create a strategy that integrates in-house and outsourced IT services to meet
ever-changing business requirements.
•
•
•
•

Combine on-premise and off premise solutions
Mix and match services to business priorities
Ability to switch among services types as needs change
Unlock infrastructure agility

In today’s business climate, one-size-fits-all IT infrastructure solutions seldom fit. It takes a
mix of cloud solutions, traditional outsourcing and legacy infrastructure to put applications
and data where they make the most sense while maximizing IT investments. It’s called a
hybrid IT strategy, and Shaw Data Centre & Cloud Solutions can be part of it.

Answers to Frequently Asked Questions
What is a hybrid IT solution?
A hybrid IT solution is an environment that combines a mix of public and private clouds and, in some
cases, colocation. Some resources can be provided in-house while others are provided externally.
These types of solutions are used in hybrid IT strategies because they enable customers to better meet
specific, often complex business needs cost effectively while considering issues such as legacy IT assets
and privacy needs. For example, a hybrid IT strategy that incorporates an on-premise private cloud
and a public cloud allows a customer to take advantage of the scalability and cost-effectiveness that a
public cloud environment offers without exposing mission-critical applications and data to third-party
vulnerabilities.
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What is a hybrid IT solution?
A hybrid IT strategy:
•• Creates a single, agile IT environment that can meet changing business needs.
•• Optimizes use of IT resources and IT spend.
•• Incorporates the use of private cloud services to allow for larger virtual machines and applications that
are highly impacted by latency/the activities of neighbors, and/or meet high-level security, privacy
and/or compliance requirements.
•• Delivers additional flexibility and scalability to business that previously relied only on a private
cloud but require additional on-demand scalability in response to unexpected workload surges or at
recurring times of peak usage.
•• Adds extra capacity when existing physical infrastructure has not depreciated. Helps meet the highperformance requirements of database environments, including large CPU and storage demands.
•• Provides greater flexibility to deal with outages and manmade or natural disasters when incorporating
a disaster recovery cloud solution.

Can Shaw help me create a hybrid IT strategy?
While Shaw cannot create your hybrid IT strategy, we do employ a consultative approach which enables
us to work with you to determine what services best meet your business and technical requirements.
We look at your current and future needs, your existing IT resources, your budget parameters and other
factors, and then devise solutions that can best help you achieve your goals.

What makes Shaw hybrid IT solutions different than what its competitors
offer?
Shaw hybrid IT solutions are not standalone products but rather a range of enterprise-class cloud and
colocation services you can choose from to create an IT environment that will best meet your business
needs — today and tomorrow. They can easily be integrated with third-party public clouds, on-premise
private cloud services or off-premise private clouds and connected via Shaw’s robust network (on which
customer communication is isolated and secure).
Unlike an off-the-shelf or single provider hybrid IT product, Shaw hybrid IT solutions enable you to
leverage the right mix of IT infrastructure solutions, while addressing your compliance, governance and
data security needs. Each Shaw solution can also be tailored, further contributing to a hybrid IT strategy
best suited to your organization’s unique needs.
Here are some additional factors to consider:
•• Shaw solutions incorporate best-in-class technologies and equipment, and benefit from Shaw’s
partnerships with leading-edge technology companies.
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•• Shaw cloud services are built on enterprise-class infrastructure that has been assessed for compliance
with various industry standards, regulatory requirements and legislative acts, including SSAE 16, PCI
DSS and HIPAA.
•• Shaw offers a wide array of cost-effective managed services, many delivered through partnerships
with some of the industry’s most respected technology specialists, to further create solutions to meet
your specific needs.
•• All Shaw hybrid IT can be billed to you on a single invoice, helping to reduce the complexity of
budgeting and managing multiple providers and services.
•• Shaw solutions are backed by industry-leading SLAs for performance and reliability and further
supported by Shaw’s technical experts 24/7/365.

What services make up Shaw hybrid IT solutions specifically?
Shaw hybrid IT solutions include any combination of the following with your own in-house cloud or
data center services or those providers by another third party:
•• Shaw Public Cloud – a public cloud service designed to handle the most rigorous production
workloads but economical enough for all application tiers.
•• Shaw Hosted Private Cloud – a managed, hosted, private cloud service that can be tailored to your
specific business requirements.
•• Shaw Recovery Cloud – a cost-effective, highly flexible Disaster Recovery as a Service (DRaaS) solution
that features continuous data protection.
•• Shaw Data Center Services – secure colocation services provided via a network of enterprise-class,
geographically diverse data centers.
A variety of managed services, including managed security, application management and data
protection services, are also available to further tailor your IT environment to best meet your business
requirements.

How do Shaw hybrid IT solutions address compliance, governance and data
security needs?
Shaw hybrid IT solutions incorporate compliance-grade security, performance and governance.
The services that make up Shaw hybrid IT solutions are built on best-in-breed technologies and
infrastructure that have been independently audited to meet the rigorous requirements of HIPAA, PCI
DSS and other regulatory and legislative acts. They have also been audited by Cisco, a worldwide leader
in IT, to ensure they incorporate best practices in architecture and operations.
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Are Shaw hybrid IT solutions HIPAA- and PCI-compliant?
Only the services that are built on Shaw’s infrastructure and managed by Shaw are HIPAA- and PCIcompliant.

Wouldn’t it be easy just to buy a single hybrid cloud service?
A single hybrid cloud service may work just fine for some customers. However, most customers have
very complex, unique needs that can’t be met by a prepackaged solution. Shaw solutions are tailored to
your specific needs and backed by industry-leading SLAs.

What is the Shaw Public Cloud?
The Shaw Public Cloud is a public cloud service that combines server, network and storage resources
into a single offering. It delivers an Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) model from a scalable, enterpriseclass, multitenant environment.
Oversubscription of RAM and vCPU is tightly controlled to reduce the impact on performance while still
maximizing cost savings.
You can provision and manage resources to meet your specific needs via a web portal. The portal also
offers rightsizing recommendations to help you optimize your IT spend and cloud resources.

What are the features and benefits of the Public Cloud?
Features and benefits include:
•• Security features such as dedicated VLANs, a PCI DSS and HIPAA standards audited management
network and multiple customer-level network security solutions
•• Three tiers of storage: capacity, performance and high performance
•• Redundant infrastructure, including SAN controllers; network, storage and power connections in each
compute chassis; and hot spare disks
•• Compute host high availability whereby virtual machines running on a host that fails automatically
restart on a standby compute node
•• OS and application licensing
•• vCPU, RAM, Disk I/O and bandwidth usage reporting and trending
•• Dynamic resource balancing
•• Audited and audit ready
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What is the Shaw Hosted Private Cloud?
The Shaw Hosted Private Cloud is a high-performance, off-premise private cloud designed with dedicated
compute and storage resources to support your specific requirements. Privacy is maximized and the
potential for bottlenecks minimized. Self-service tools are available via the Shaw customer portal. Shaw
owns and manages the infrastructure, and handles all tasks such as refresh cycles, hardware updates and
storage updates.
The Shaw Hosted Private Cloud can handle mission-critical (transactional workloads. It is powered by a
strategically located, tier 3 data center, which offers the essential redundancies, efficiencies and leadingedge technologies and equipment to support five 9’s uptime.

What are the features and benefits of the Hosted Private Cloud?
Features and benefits include:
•• Dedicated compute and storage resources
•• High-level security of a private cloud environment reinforced by the security and technical controls
required to meet a variety of regulatory and industry standards
•• Self-service portal to control and optimize your cloud resources, with rightsizing recommendations to
help guide more efficient uses of resources
•• Predictable monthly cost
•• A high-performance private cloud environment that can handle rigorous production workloads or high
I/O applications just like the Shaw Public Cloud

What is the Shaw Recovery Cloud?
Shaw Recovery Cloud is a Disaster Recovery as a Service (DRaaS) solution that enables you to take
advantage of the reduced costs associated with multi-tenancy while accessing cloud resources to restore
services in the event of an application or entire site failure — quickly, securely and regardless of where
your production environment is housed. Private, dedicated resources are also available.
The use of continuous data protection-style replication ensures that data and applications are protected
in near real time. Failovers can be initiated within minutes, and you can select the point in time at which a
test or failover recovers at the time of execution.

What are the features and benefits of the Recovery Cloud?
Features and benefits include:
•• Continuous data protection (CDP) versus scheduled replication happening a few times a day, resulting in
less data loss (near zero Recovery Point Objective in the event of a failure
•• Replication of your VMware cloud servers no matter where they are housed
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•• Rapid recovery times
•• Support of HIPAA- and PCI-governed environments
•• Recovery Cloud specialists available 24/7/365 to execute testing and actual recovery processes (Shaw
will test 24/7/365 but the test must be scheduled in advance. However, we will failover if an emergency
is declared by the customer 24/7/365.)

What are Shaw Data Center Services?
Shaw data center services are colocation services, which enable you to outsource some or all your IT
infrastructure. Comprised of secure facilities, optimized network connectivity, and redundant power,
these services allow you to use your existing investment in computing and networking equipment while
ensuring the best possible combination of redundancy, resiliency and industry best practices. Cabinet and
cage space can be configured to meet specific needs and supplemented with managed services.
Colocation services are powered by Shaw’s network of strategically located, enterprise-class data centers
throughout the United States. Serving customers domestically and internationally, Shaw data centers
incorporate best-inbreed technologies and high-performance equipment and software from industry
leading suppliers.
Designed for efficiency and cost savings, all Shaw data centers incorporate efficient cooling solutions
to ensure consistent temperature and humidity levels to protect mission-critical IT assets. They also
incorporate multiple physical and operational security features and protocols and make use of a network
built to meet or exceed commercial telecommunications standards worldwide.

What are the features and benefits of Peak data centers and the colocation
services offered?
Features and benefits include:
•• Redundant infrastructure and environmental controls
•• Redundant, uninterruptible power systems and backup generators to deliver seamless, conditioned
power
•• Rigorous security protocols and processes, including multifactor authentication system with biometric
fingerprint readers and card/PIN access, and 24/7/265 monitored video surveillance
•• All Cisco network
•• Reliable, carrier-neutral network services including Internet access and private network services
24/7/365 on-site technical support
•• Audited and audit ready
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What are Shaw Managed Services?
In the information technology business, managed services refers to the management of an IT asset
or resource by a third party on behalf of a customer. Managed services offer the advantage of having
specialized, expert service available without having the expense of full-time, in-house resources to
provide or manage the service. Shaw offers a broad spectrum of these time- and moneysaving managed
services to layer on top of your cloud and/or colocation services. They include managed security,
application support, data protection, and server management and monitoring. Like all Shaw services,
Shaw managed services are backed by 24/7/365 technical support.

What are the features and benefits of Shaw Managed Services?
Features and benefits include:
•• 24/7/365 technical support
•• Flexible, cost-effective and designed to save you and your staff time
•• Capabilities help you meet compliance requirements, including PCI and HIPAA
•• The availability of specialized expertise at your fingertips
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